Analyzing Multi-Channel Networks for Gesture Recognition
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Abstract—Multi-channel architectures are becoming increasingly common, setting the state-of-the-art for performance in gesture recognition challenges. Unfortunately, we lack a clear explanation of why multi-channel architectures outperform single channel ones. This paper considers two hypotheses. The Bagging hypothesis says that multi-channel architectures succeed because they average the result of multiple unbiased weak estimators in the form of different channels. The Society of Experts (SoE) hypothesis suggests that multi-channel architectures succeed because the channels differentiate themselves, developing expertise with regard to different aspects of the data.

To distinguish between these hypotheses, this paper reports on two experiments. The first measures the drop in individual channel performance when the input is degraded by removing high frequency, color, or motion information. The second looks at fusion weights relative to gesture properties. Both experiments support the SoE hypothesis, suggesting multi-channel architectures succeed because of channel specialization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Gestures are a common form of human communication and important for human computer interfaces [37], [38], [9], [29]. There is a strong trend in gesture recognition research toward multi-channel architectures, where two or more convolutional networks process different versions of the same video in parallel [19], [20], [21], [18]. Karpathy et al. were the first to use a two-channel architecture [7]. Their system had a global channel that processed low-resolution versions of the whole image, and a focused channel that processed higher-resolution versions of the middle of the image. Simonyan and Zisserman were the first to divide processing by modality, with one channel processing RGB images and the other flow field data [32]. They initially fused the results at the softmax layer, although later versions experimented with other fusion schemes [4], [2].

The justification for multi-channel architectures is not immediately obvious. It is easy to encode RGB data, depth data, flow field vectors and more as bands of input images, allowing all the same information to be fed to a single channel, where the data can be combined without restrictions. Yet somehow dividing processing into separate channels improves performance. Pigou et al. use multiple channels for sign language recognition [27], while Molchanov et al. use them for recognizing gestures in cars [15], [16]. Neverova et al. use multiple channels for different temporal scales [22]. More directly relevant to this paper, all the entries in the ChaLearn ICCV 2017 gesture recognition challenge used multi-channel architectures [34], [13], [36], [40]. Miao et al. won the competition with a three-channel architecture, with channels for RGB, depth, and flow field data [13]. Subsequently, Narayana et al. established a new state-of-the-art (SOA) for performance on ChaLearn using 12 channels, one for every combination of modality (RGB, depth, RGB flow field, or depth flow field) and focus target (right hand, left hand, and whole image) [19]. But while multi-channel approaches outperform single channel methods, there is no clear explanation as to why.

This paper considers two possible explanations. One is what we call the Bagging hypothesis. It is motivated by the well-known result that strong classifiers can be created by averaging (a.k.a. bagging) the results of many weak classifiers, as long as the weak classifiers are unbiased [1]. The hypothesis here is that every channel is a weak classifier, and the performance of the multi-channel system is improved by the bagging effect. In this model, every channel solves essentially the same problem, and the role of the different modalities and/or attention targets is to keep the channels from being too strongly correlated. The implications of the Bagging hypothesis are that (1) more channels will always be better than fewer, and (2) channel outputs can be combined by averaging, as in [16], [40], [36]. The alternative explanation is what we call the Society of Experts (SoE) hypothesis, named in the spirit of Marvin Minsky [14]. The SoE hypothesis asserts that channels specialize to the modalities and/or attention targets they are assigned to. Each channel specializes in particular sources of information and therefore become better at recognizing some gesture classes at the expense of being worse at others. The implications of the SoE hypothesis are that (1) adding a channel is only beneficial if it adds a new source of information, and (2) the outputs of channels should be combined selectively, usually through trained fusion networks as in [4], [19], [13], [7].

The Bagging and SoE hypotheses are actually two points along a spectrum of possible models. In the bagging hypothesis, all channels share similar expertise and the difference between them is estimation variance. In the SoE hypothesis, channels have unique expertise. In between are models with varying degrees of overlapping expertise among channels. Most real systems probably lie somewhere between the two extremes, particularly systems with cross-stream fusion [4],
networks have focused on feature visualization [26], [25], recognition. Both sets of experiments can therefore be interpreted as between human foveal and peripheral vision (see Section III-B).

We explore the Bagging and SoE hypotheses in the context of the 12-channel FOANet architecture introduced by Narayana et al. [19]. FOANet is representative of multi-channel architectures in that the internal structures of the individual channels are quite standard. At the same time, FOANet has SOA performance on the ChaLearn IsoGD dataset [35] and NVIDIA dataset [16] because it has more channels than any other architecture we know of, and it divides channels by both modality and focus of attention target. This paper first looks at how channels respond to properties of their input data. For example, it measures how the performance of a channel degrades when high frequency information is removed by preprocessing the input videos with a low-pass filter. It also looks at how channel performance degrades when color or motion information is removed. The Bagging hypothesis suggests that channels should exploit all the data available to them, and therefore the performance of all channels should degrade similarly when information is removed. The SoE hypothesis, on the other hand, suggests that channels specialize and that each channel exploits limited aspects of the input signal. Therefore some channels should degrade much more severely than others when a specific kind or source of information is removed.

This paper also measures specialization with regard to gesture properties. Some gestures, for example, are one-handed, while others are two-handed. Similarly some gestures involve large arm motions, while others involve localized hand or finger motions and still others are defined by static poses. The SoE hypothesis predicts that channels specialize and should therefore be more useful for gestures with some properties than others. The Bagging hypothesis, on the other hand, predicts that channels are generalists and their performance should not be as strongly tied to specific gesture properties.

In both sets of experiments, we find evidence that FOANet channels are highly specialized, and that they often specialize in explainable and interesting ways. For example, RGB channels specialize in a way that is analogous to differences between human foveal and peripheral vision (see Section III-B). Both sets of experiments can therefore be interpreted as preferring the SoE hypothesis, at least in the context of gesture recognition.

II. RELATED WORK

Deep learning is a field where the practice is ahead of the theory. Efforts to explain the workings of convolutional networks have focused on feature visualization [26], [25], [31], [24], [17], [23], attribution [31], [39], [33], [30], [5], [8], or dimensionality reduction [12]. Most of this work has concentrated on single channel architectures. Recently, Feichtenhofer et al. visualized the spatiotemporal representations learned by deep two-stream networks for action recognition [3]. Their work focuses on cross-stream fusion between two channels and shows that cross-stream fusion enables the learning of spatiotemporal features. However, most multi-channel networks are trained independently without cross-channel interactions and with fusion performed at the FC or softmax levels. Our work focuses on the information learned by different channels of multi-channel networks that are trained independently.

III. RELATING CHANNELS TO DATA PROPERTIES

In order to determine if the Bagging hypothesis or Society of Experts hypothesis is a better model of multi-channel system behavior, we first investigate the extent to which channels specialize in the information they extract from videos. The methodology can be thought of as a series of data ablation studies. FOANet channels are trained on RGBD videos from the ChaLearn IsoGD dataset. In each experiment we remove a source of information from the videos and measure the drop in performance for each channel. For example, in one experiment we remove high-frequency information, while in another we remove color. The Bagging hypothesis suggests that channels consume all the information available to them, so the relative performance drop when a source of information is removed should be similar. The SoE hypothesis, on the other hand, predicts that channels specialize in the information they exploit, so some channels should degrade much more than others when a source of information is removed.

A. FOANet Channels

FOANet channels are similar to the channels in the seminal two-channel architecture paper by Simonyan and Zisserman [32]. The input to a channel is a stream of video, the type of which depends on the channel (e.g. RGB data, depth data, etc.). At each time step, the channel processes a sliding window of ten frames. This window of data is passed to a deep convolutional neural network, which produces a vector of label probabilities. The major difference between FOANet channels and the channels in [32] is that the SOA in CNNs has improved. FOANet channels use the ResNet-50 architecture [6] for their CNN.

FOANet has 12 independent channels, one for every combination of modality and attention focus targets. Specifically, the 4 modalities of RGB, depth, RGB flow and depth flow are crossed with 3 focus of attention selections: attention to the entire video frame (global), attention focused on just the right hand, and attention focused on just the left hand. The modality of a channel determines the type of input. RGB and depth channels consume 3 band RGB and depth images respectively. Flow field channels also consume 3 band images, but the bands are $dx$, $dy$, and magnitude. The difference between RGB flow
and depth flow is whether the flow fields are computed from RGB images or depth images.

The focus of attention targets in FOANet are less standard. Whereas Karpathy et al. positioned their attention window in the middle of the scene, FOANet actively detects and tracks the positions of the left and right hands throughout the video. The left and right hand channels (collectively, the focused channels) are created by selecting an image window that bounds the estimated position of the hand [10], [11]. The image window is extracted from the RGB, depth and flow field images and rescaled to 128×128 pixels.

Every channel in FOANet has access to motion information, since they analyze 10-frame temporal sliding windows stacked together as 30 bands, as mentioned above. Flow field channels therefore have potential access to acceleration data, i.e. changes in motion over time.

B. Methodology

To understand how performance degrades when a source of information is removed, we look at a channel’s response to every 10-frame temporal window. The ChaLearn dataset has 249 gesture classes, so channels produce a 249 element softmax vector in response to every input window. To establish a baseline for each channel, we measure the accuracy of the argmax of this vector on the ChaLearn IsoGD validation and test videos. We then alter the validation and test videos to remove a source of information and measure the relative drop in performance. A total of three experiments are run, removing three different sources of information: motion, high spatial frequencies, and color. The experiment using color is restricted to RGB channels.

1) Removing Motion: FOANet channels classify windows of 10 consecutive frames stacked together as a 30 band image. These windows capture motion information over a 10-frame interval. We remove motion information by taking the middle frame of the window and replicating it 10 times.

2) Removing High Frequency Information: High frequency information is removed from RGB and depth images by convolving them with a Gaussian mask of sigma 3. RGB flow and depth flow images are computed from the smoothed RGB and depth images. Right-hand and left-hand channels are extracted and rescaled from the smoothed images or from the flow fields extracted from smoothed images.

3) Removing Color: Color information is removed from the inputs to RGB channels by transforming RGB images to grayscale images. As the other modalities (depth, flow fields) do not have color bands, color information is only removed for RGB channels.

C. Results

Figure 1 shows the results of data ablation on the RGB global and RGB right hand channels. The vertical axis is channel accuracy, measured relative to baseline performance on unaltered data. The gray bar, which represents baseline performance, is therefore always 100% for all channels. The blue bars show the performance of the RGB global channel when motion (left), high frequency (middle) and color (right) data is removed. The orange bars show the same for the RGB right hand channel.

In Figures 1 through 3, data is shown for the global and right hand channels, but not the left hand channel. This is to simplify the figures, because the relative performance of the left hand channel mimics the relative performance of the right hand channel (left hand channel results are given parenthetically in the text). In Section IV, the performance of the left and right hand channels will be broken out graphically.

The most striking result in Figure 1 is shown on the right of the figure. When color information is removed, the accuracy of the RGB right-hand channel is cut roughly in half. Its performance drops by 53.9%, while the performance of the left hand channel (not shown) drops by 54.01%. The RGB global channel, on the other hand, is barely changed. It drops by less than 7%. This suggests that the right and left hand channels depend on color information, but the global channel does not.

The middle of Figure 1 shows the relative performance of global and focused channels when high frequency information is removed. This time, the performance of both the global and the focused channels drop significantly, suggesting that both rely on high frequency information. They do not rely on it to the same extent, however. The performance of the global channel drops by roughly half (45.4%), but the right hand channel is more strongly effected. Its performance drops by 80.99% (the left hand drops by 81.45%). Thus while all channels depend on high frequency information, the right- and left-hand channels rely on it more than the global channel does.

The left most comparison between global and right-hand channels in Figure 1 reveals a dependence upon motion that is the opposite of that seen for color and resolution. When motion information is removed the performance of all channels drops, but this time the right and left-hand channels drop by less than half (38.7% and 40.63% respectively), while the performance of the global channel drops by over 80%. This suggests that the global channel is more concerned with motion than the focused channels are.

There is an interesting analogy here to foveal and peripheral vision. The right and left hand channels are both focused...
on a target, and they learn to rely on color and high-frequency information, while making less use of motion, much like human foveal vision. The global channel looks at the whole scene and primarily exploits motion information, while making less use of color and high-frequency information, much like human peripheral vision. Obviously, human visual specialization is dictated by the anatomy of the eye [28]. The fovea contains densely-packed cones providing high-frequency color information to ganglion cells that largely feed the slow but color-sensitive $\alpha$-channel in LGN. The peripheral retina contains mostly loosely-packed rods connected to ganglion cells that feed the faster-responding $\beta$-channel. In contrast, all channels in FOANet receive the same types of information. It is interesting to speculate, however, whether the eye evolved the way it did because focused vision demands high-frequency color information, while peripheral vision concentrates on motion information.

Figure 2 shows the results of data ablation on depth channels. When motion information is removed, the relative performance of the global depth channel drops by 41.82%, while the drop in performance for the right-hand depth channel is similar at 36.77% (The left hand drops by 38.21%). This suggests that all depth channels are sensitive to motion information, but none rely on it as their primary source of information. When high frequency information is removed, on the other hand, the relative performance of the global depth channel drops by only 25.70%, whereas the relative performance of the right hand depth channels drops by 77.31% (left: 80.66%). The focused depth channels rely on high frequency information, whereas the depth global channel can make do with low frequency information.

Figure 3 shows the results of data ablation on flow field channels. There are two types of flow fields: those computed on RGB images (shown in solid colors) and those computed from depth images (shown with cross-hatching). When only a single flow field is provided (instead of a window of 10), global flow field channel performance drops by 80.14% for depth flow and 86.88% for RGB flow. The right hand flow channels performance drops by 66.87% and 68.15%. This is somewhat counterintuitive, since even one frame of a flow field represents motion information. Apparently, these channels rely on multiple frames of flow field data, either to smooth noise or to calculate accelerations. When high frequency information is removed, on the other hand, global channel performance drops by 35.99% and 41.77%, while right-hand channel performance drops by 42.10% and 48.45%. Flow channels are not as sensitive to high frequency information as they are to multi-frame motion.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information favored by different channels of FOANet</th>
<th>RGB</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Motion</td>
<td>Low Frequency</td>
<td>Motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>High Frequency &amp; Color</td>
<td>High Frequency</td>
<td>Motion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I summarizes the results of Figures 1 through 3. Global RGB channels favor motion information whereas RGB focus channels (i.e. right hand and left hand channels) favor high frequency and color information. Global depth channels prefer low frequency information and focused depth channels prefer high frequency information. Both global and focus channels of flow fields capture motion information. We can see clear patterns of degradation that correspond to modality and attention target. This suggests that channels specialize and capture different information, leading us to prefer the SoE hypothesis over the Bagging hypothesis as an explanation of multi-channel behavior.

### IV. RELATING CHANNELS TO GESTURE PROPERTIES

Section III-B shows that channels specialize in the sources of information they exploit, but do they specialize in terms of the types of gestures they recognize? To answer this question empirically, we look gesture properties and information fusion. The idea is that if FOANet’s information fusion network learns how much attention to pay to each channel relative to each gesture class. If it learns to pay attention to one set of channels for gestures with a property and another set of channels for gestures without it, then the channels have specialized with regard that property. On the other hand, if there is no correlation between a gesture property and the relative importance of channels, then the channels have not specialized. A full explanation, however, requires a quick review of information fusion in FOANet and a description of gesture properties.

#### A. Sparse Network Fusion

The biggest difference between FOANet and previous multi-channel architectures is the number of channels. Most earlier
systems had between 2 and 4 channels, whereas FOANet has 12. And the more channels there are, the more important information fusion across channels becomes. Most previous systems fused information in one of two ways: they either averaged the predictions of the channels, or they concatenated the channel feature vectors and trained a fully connected layer to generate label predictions. Unfortunately, the first approach is fairly weak whereas the second approach is prone to overfitting and doesn’t scale with the number of channels. See [19] for a longer discussion.

Instead, FOANet introduced a technique called sparse network fusion. In this approach, every channel produces a label probability vector of length $C$, where $C$ is the number of classes. These vectors are concatenated and a layer is trained to fuse information, but the layer is not fully connected. Each output unit corresponds to a gesture label, at it is only connected to the weights for that label coming from each channel. As a result, each output unit only has one weight per channel (12 in FOANet). A simplified version of this scheme with four output units and three channels is shown in Figure 4. For the purposes of this paper, the key observation is that every output unit is a gesture class, and it has 12 weights which dictate the relative importance of each channel to that gesture class.

### B. Gesture Properties

We investigated three gesture properties looking for evidence of specialization. The first describes the type of motion in a gesture. Some gestures involve large arm motions, some involve smaller motions of the hands, and some are defined by static poses. The second distinguishes between one-handed and two-handed gestures. The third distinguishes between motions in the frontal plane of the body versus motion along the axis away from the torso (and roughly toward or away from the camera). Volunteer raters assign a binary (yes/no) label to all 249 ChaLearn IsoGD gestures classes for each property examined.

### C. ChaLearn IsoGD Results

Table II shows the mean weights by channel for gestures with and without significant arm motions, with and without significant motion of the hand or fingers, and with and without a significant static characteristic pose. Within each of these tables are twelve columns, one for each channel, labeled by modality and attention target. In each column, the first row is the average weight for gestures with arm motions, and the second row is the average weight for those without. The third row is the signed difference between the means, while the fourth row is the p-value from Student’s t-test, indicating whether the difference is statistically significant.

Without exception, flow fields channels are more important to gestures with arm motions than to those without. This confirms our intuition that flow field channels should specialize in motion information. At the same time, the lack of a significant difference for the other channels suggests that although RGB and depth channels are given access to 10-frame image windows their performance in not impacted (negatively or positively) by large motions.

Smaller hand and finger motions are slightly different. Flow fields computed from RGB images are important for detecting hand motions, but flow fields computed from depth images are not. We presume the depth sensor lacks the resolution to resolve such fine motions. Static poses, on the other hand, create an opposite scenario from arm motions. Flow field channels, whether from RGB or depth images, have significantly lower weights for gestures with static poses, meaning that flow field channels are less important to gestures with static poses than for those with movement. Once again, the RGB and depth channels are unaffected.

Table III is similar in layout to Table II and presents weights for the two other properties. Table IIIa shows the difference in fusion weights between one handed and two handed gestures. Since most ChaLearn participants are right-handed, one-handed gestures are usually performed with the right hand only. Examining the difference in weights in Table IIIa reveals that left-handed channels are discounted for one-handed gestures. This makes sense, since the left hand is not used in these cases. More interestingly, the RGB global and RGB right-hand channels are more important for one-handed gestures than two-handed gestures. The same is true for the right-hand depth channel. Our guess is that fine hand details are more important in one-handed gestures than two-handed gestures.

Table IIIb shows the weights for gestures with or without motion toward or away from the camera. It shows that the right-hand and left-hand depth channels and the global RGB flow field channel are important for motion along the optical axis. It surprises us that the focused RGB flow field channels are not significant for this task, and none of the depth flow field channels are significant. We note, however, that unlike in previous cases the p values are close to our significance cutoff threshold of 0.05, suggesting that this result is not as strong as the others.

Section III-B suggested that channels specialize in terms of the type of information they focus on. Collectively, the results in this section suggest that input specialization in turn leads to specialization in the types of gestures individual channels are
good at recognizing. This is further evidence that the Society of Experts (SOE) hypothesis is a better model of multi-channel processing that the Bagging hypothesis.

V. EXPERIMENTS ON NVIDIA DATASET

Sections III-B and III-C both report result on the ChaLearn IsoGD dataset. To see if the SoE hypothesis also holds on a second dataset, we ran the same two experiments on NVIDIA data [16]. The NVIDIA data set is smaller than IsoGD (just 25 gesture classes) and focused on a single domain: drivers.

Since all the gestures are performed by right hand alone and the left hand isn’t visible, the FOANet architecture is reduced to 8 channels (i.e. left hand channels are removed).

Once again, we perform a data ablation study by removing source of information and measuring drops in performance, as discussed in Section III-B. Figures 5 through 7 shows the results of the data ablation study on NVIDIA data. The clear patterns of degradation corresponding to modality and attention target that were visible in the IsoGD dataset are also visible here. Figure 5 shows that global RGB channels favor
motion information whereas right hand RGB channels favor high frequency and color information. Global depth channels prefer low frequency information and right hand depth channels prefer high frequency information. All flow channels capture motion information shown in Figure 7. Similar to IsoGD dataset, channels specialize and capture different information on NVIDIA dataset, leading us to prefer the SoE hypothesis over the Bagging hypothesis as an explanation of multi-channel behavior.

We also repeat the experiment correlating fusion weights to gesture properties in order to see if channels are better at recognizing some types of gestures than others. We employ the methodology introduced in Section IV of comparing the fusion layer weights for the gestures with the property versus gestures without the property to see whether a channel is tuned to a gesture property. Table IV shows the mean weights by channel for gestures with and without significant arm motions (Table IVa), with and without significant motion of the hand or fingers (Table IVb), with and without a significant static characteristic pose (Table IVc), and with and without a movement towards/away from the camera (Table IVd). We can see that RGB flow (global and right hand) channels and depth flow global channels are better at recognizing gestures with significant arm motions. Right hand channels of depth, RGB flow and depth flow modalities are good at recognizing gestures with motion of the hand or fingers. Similarly, all right hand channels are good at recognizing static poses and depth modality channels are good at recognizing gestures that involve motion towards/away from the camera. These results are consistent with the results on the IsoGD data set, and suggest that channels specialize to gesture classes as predicted by the SoE hypothesis.

**TABLE IV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality →</th>
<th>RGB</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>RGB Flow</th>
<th>Depth Flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attention →</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm Motion</td>
<td>1.143</td>
<td>2.719</td>
<td>2.866</td>
<td>4.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Arm Motion</td>
<td>0.681</td>
<td>2.640</td>
<td>2.288</td>
<td>3.895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.618</td>
<td>0.605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Value</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VI. CONCLUSION**

The literature suggests that multi-channel architectures outperform single channel ones, but does not explain why. After all, the same information can be packed into a single multi-band input, allowing a single-channel architecture to combine information across modalities without restrictions. This paper compares two explanations for the success of multi-channel systems. The Bagging hypothesis suggests that the benefit is from averaging the results of unbiased classifiers. In this model, every channel is general, and the goal of differentiating the channel inputs is to prevent redundancy. The Society of Experts (SoE) hypothesis suggests that channels specialize, with each channel becoming expert at a different aspect of the data. In this model, the benefit comes from selectively fusing information across experts. We explore these hypotheses in the context of FOA Net, a 12-channel architecture with SOA performance on the ChaLearn IsoGD and NVIDIA datasets.
We find evidence that the SoE hypothesis is a better description of FOANet than the Bagging hypothesis. By altering the input streams, we show that channels specialize in the sources of information they pay attention to. For example, the global RGB channel favors motion information, while the left hand and right hand RGB channels prefer high-frequency color information. By analyzing fusion weights, we show that channels specialize to gesture properties. For example, one-handed gestures discount left-hand channels entirely while emphasizing RGB data and focused depth data over global depth data or flow field data. Collectively, our experiments suggest that channels specialize to specific sources of information, making them more or less relevant to specific types of gestures.
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